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1. Introduction

High-performance machine tools must have consistently high
dynamic stiffness over the entire work volume. This is difficult to
achieve with traditional serial machine tool construction, since
higher stiffness necessarily involves bigger structures, which
require bigger, more powerful and costly feed drive motors.
Alternatively, nimbler parallel kinematic machine tools with
higher dynamic stiffness capabilities have been developed;
however, these suffer strong position-dependent dynamics,
leading to sluggish performance over large work volumes [1].

To deliver improved dynamic performance over the whole
working range of the machine, a prototype hierarchical hybrid
serial-parallel scissor kinematic machine has been developed at the
Fraunhofer IWU [2], see Fig. 1. Motion is split between the serial
parts that envelope large work volumes and the scissor kinematic
arrangement that allows delivery of higher dynamic stiffness at the
tool center point (TCP) with higher acceleration capabilities [3].

Though the scissor arrangement with struts of fixed lengths is
superior to other parallel kinematic arrangements with struts of
varying lengths, the scissor kinematics still exhibits strong
position-dependent dynamic behavior [1]. The position-varying
dynamics lead to position-varying machining stability of the
system, which limits the achievable productivity and performance
in the whole working range of the machine [4]. The evaluation of
the changing stability helps to plan stable machining trajectories
by splitting the motion between the serial and parallel parts. In
order to exploit the potentially superior dynamic behavior of such
a hybrid arrangement it is necessary to consider the position-
dependency of the system at the design and development stage.

Position-dependency may be evaluated from measurements on
a physical prototype, if available. Alternatively, investigations may

be based on a ‘virtual prototyping’ approach using finite element
(FE) models of the machine [5]. However, response analyses for full
machine finite element models which are typically on the order of
1,000,000 degrees of freedom (DOFs) or more, is computationally
expensive, and can take up significant portion of the total machine
tool design and development effort [6]. Moreover, position-
dependent analyses for such hybrid serial-parallel machine tools
whose flexible bodies undergo simultaneous translation and
rotation is not possible with standard multibody simulation
codes; and, requires cumbersome adaptive/re-meshing strategies
within the FE environment for every new position of the tool in the
work volume.

To facilitate rapid assessment of position-dependency for such
hybrid machines, this paper offers a computationally efficient
position-dependent multibody dynamic model of the machine. A
reduced model substructural synthesis approach proposed earlier
by the authors in [7] is extended here to model the entire machine
tool system; including a novel method to model the parallel struts
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Fig. 1. Hybrid serial-parallel scissor kinematic machine.
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undergoing rotation. The reduced multibody machine model is
used to simulate position-dependent stability maps to assess
stable material removal rates over the entire work volume.

2. Position-dependent multibody dynamic machine model

The machine is treated as an assembly of the major flexible
substructures as shown in Fig. 1. Motion in the XY plane is
achieved either by four linear motors driving the Y-slides, or,
through actuating the scissor-kinematic arrangement as shown in
Fig. 2. Struts at either side of the platform are driven by action of
four independent linear motors, whose planar motion results in
rotation of the struts about their pivot points. Tool motion in the XZ

plane is achieved by two ball-screw feed drives.
During positioning, the substructures undergo simultaneous

translation and rotation, which leads to position dependent
structural dynamics. First, each major substructure is modeled
independently in the FE environment; and is exported, after
convergence checks to the MATLAB environment for reduction and
synthesis with the parallel struts. The parallel struts in turn are
modeled with Timoshenko beam elements which are oriented to
the appropriate configuration using transformation matrices prior
to assembly with the main structural components.

The details of general mathematical modeling of sub-structur-
ing based on improved reduced order models are given in [7], and
only the principles that are specific to the hybrid machine are given
here.

2.1. Substructure model reduction

For any structural substructure under consideration, the
undamped equations of motion are represented as:

Mü þ Ku ¼ f (1)

where {M,K}F�F are the mass and stiffness matrices for the total F

number of DOFs and fF�1 is the force vector. Reduced substructures
are synthesized at their interface DOFs; hence, the displacement
vector u is partitioned into the DOFs to be retained, i.e. the exterior/
interface (E) DOFs, uE, that are in physical contact with the other
substructure(s); and, the DOFs which are to be eliminated, i.e. the
interior (I) DOFs, uI.

The displacement vector u is expressed in terms of a reduced
set, uRR�1

, by a transformation matrix TF�R (R = F) as:

uF�1 ¼ TF�RuRR�1
(2)

where

T ¼ IEE 0EP

T ICMSIE FIP

� �
(3)

IEE is a unit matrix, and, TICMS is an improved form of the standard
component mode synthesis (CMS) transformation matrix. Essen-
tial dynamics from the full model are retained by selecting a subset
of significant P modes, i.e. FIP � FII in Eq. (3); wherein the
eigenvector FII is obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem
corresponding to the interior DOFs [7].

Using the transformation matrix (Eq. (3)), the reduced
substructural matrices MR; KRf gR�R are represented as:

MR ¼ TTMT ; KR ¼ TTKT; f R ¼ TT f : (4)

These substructures are combined with the parallel struts
which are modeled separately as discussed below.

2.2. Modeling parallel struts

Each parallel strut is modeled with Timoshenko beam elements
that have six DOFs on each of its two nodes; three translational (ux,
uy, uz) and three rotations (ux, uy, uz) as shown in Fig. 3. A two stage
transformation is carried out at the elemental level: i.e. first a
rotation about the X axis (Rx(a)) to bring the strut to the correct
inclination as in Fig. 1; and, a subsequent rotation about the Z axis
(Rz(b)) to make the correct orientation as in Fig. 2. Transforma-
tions are based on kinematic relationships.

For a given tool position, the platform subtends different angles
at either side (b1 6¼ b2). The inclination (a) for each of the struts is
fixed, i.e. it does not change as a function of tool position. The
formulation discussed here is for the general case for any of the five
parallel struts; hence, the subscript is dropped.

The transformed structural matrices MStOR
; KStOR

� �
for each of

the parallel struts at the elemental level are expressed as:

MStOR ¼ RT
xzMStRxz; KStOR ¼ RT

xz KStRxz (5)

where MSt; KStf g are the elemental matrices in YZ plane; and Rxz is
the two stage transformation matrix expressed as:

Rxz ¼ RxðaÞ � RzðbÞ (6)

where

RX ¼ RX j
06�6

06�6 RX jþ1

� �
; RZ ¼ RZ j

06�6

06�6 RZ jþ1

� �
: (7)

wherein the nodal operator at each node j is expressed as:

RX j
¼ RX jþ1

¼ TX 03�3

03�3 TX

" #
; RZ j

¼ RZ jþ1
¼ TZ 03�3

03�3 TZ

" #
;

where TX ¼
1 0 0

0 cos a �sin a

0 sin a cos a

2
64

3
75; TZ ¼

cos b �sin b 0

sin b cos b 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75:
(8)

Fig. 2. Kinematic scheme for the scissor kinematics.

element j

end connected

to Z-Carriage

end connected

to guide-block

Fig. 3. Oriented parallel strut modeled with Timoshenko beams.
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Once transformed to the appropriate inclination and orienta-
tion, each strut is assembled with a total of Ne elements as shown in
Fig. 3.

2.3. Substructural synthesis

The assembled structural matrices of each of the parallel struts
are synthesized at either end with the reduced substructural
models. The undamped equation of motion of the synthesized
reduced machine model at a particular position is:
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(9)

where MR; KRf g are the reduced substructural mass and stiffness
matrices obtained from Eq. (4); and, MStA

; KStA

� �
are the oriented

assembled matrices corresponding to each of the five struts. The
subscripts ZS, ZC, St, GB, and YS correspond to the Z-slide (including
the tool, tool-holder and spindle); the Z-carriage; each of the five
parallel struts; the four guide-blocks; and, both Y-slides respec-
tively. CðuRZS

; uRZC
; uStA

; uRGB
; uRYS

Þ is a displacement operator
whose coefficients are obtained by ensuring displacement
compatibility at the contacting interfaces with an interpolation
multipoint constraint equation formulation [7]. l in Eq. (9)
represent a discrete set of Lagrange multipliers which explicitly
satisfy the constraint formulation [7].

The synthesized model enables prediction of dynamic response
at the TCP as one component changes its position/orientation
relative to another by solving the eigenvalue problem form of Eq.
(9). Each new tool position results in new oriented structural
matrices for the parallel struts in Eq. (9). Since the rotation of the
struts causes simultaneously changing boundary conditions on the
sliding interfaces, the displacement operator in Eq. (9) gets
suitably updated, by instantaneously coupling/de-coupling the
corresponding nodes on the interfaces.

3. Model verification and experimental validation

Model validation requires joints to be modeled in the FE
environment; which is non-trivial due to the dependence of joint
characteristics on parameters like contact surface conditions,
friction and damping. To simplify joint modeling, contacting
interfaces are idealized as being connected by spring elements for
which the equivalent contact stiffness values are obtained from
manufacturers’ catalogs for the rolling interfaces; and, are taken as
the corresponding bolt’s stiffness for the bolted interfaces.
Damping at the joints is incorporated by updating model predicted
response with measured modal damping ratios.

Updated model predicted (full, reduced) frequency response
functions (FRFs) are compared with measured FRFs in Fig. 4; in
which the dominant modes are labeled. FRFs at the Z-slide surface
are compared at the representative position of the tool at the mid
position of the X2 axis stroke and bottom position of the Z axis
stroke. Model predicted response captures the trend of the
measured response characteristics; the differences are due to
difficulties in modeling the joints. Slight errors observed in the
reduced model may be attributed to: the reduction process; the
synthesis process; as well as modeling simplifications. The reduced
model size at �13,500 DOFs is �1/30th the size of the full model;
leading to considerable simulation time savings for the designer;

taking �4 min/position as compared to �20 h/position for the full
model (Intel1 i3-380M processor with 4 GB RAM) thereby
facilitating position-dependent analyses.

4. Position-dependent dynamics

Influence of the orientation of the parallel struts and of the Z

position of the platform on the dynamic behavior at the TCP, i.e. on
the natural frequencies ( f X1;3 ; f Y2 ) and dynamic stiffness
(kX1;3

; kY2 ) of the low frequency dominant modes in the X and Y

directions is evident from comparisons in Fig. 5; in which position-
dependent response is predicted over the whole working range of
the X2 axis (� 150 mm) and the Z axis stroke (� 900 mm). Weak
position-dependency was observed over the Y stroke of the machine.
Measured position-dependent response is overlaid over predicted
response; and as evident, though there exist some discrepancies,
model predictions reasonably approximate measured behavior.
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Fig. 4. FRF comparisons between measured, reduced and full model.
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Fig. 5. Measured (§) and predicted (surface plots) position-dependent behavior of

the machine in the X2Z plane.
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5. Position-dependent stability

The variation of stability due to position-varying structural
dynamics is demonstrated here by considering face milling of AISI
4340 steel with 80% engagement, which is treated as the target
application for the envisaged machine. The position-dependent
stability is determined using a modal model of the machine and the
following characteristic equation [8]:

det ½I� þ L½FORðivcÞ�ð Þ ¼ 0 (10)

where

L ¼ LR þ iLI ¼ � 1

4p
NtKtað1 � e�ivcTÞ (11)

is the complex eigenvalue of the characteristic equation – Eq. (10);
LR and LI are its real and imaginary parts; Nt is the number of
teeth on the cutter; Kt is the cutting force coefficient of the material
being cut; a is the axial depth of cut; vc is the chatter frequency;
and, T is the tooth passing period.

Besides being influenced by the position-dependent directional
compliances, stability also changes as a function of feed direction
due to the effect of modal projections on these feed directions. This
is accounted for with an oriented directional matrix, FOR, within
Eq. (10) expressed as:

FOR½ � ¼ a0½ � Fuv½ � (12)

where a0 is the matrix of the average direction factors determined
as in [8]; and Fuv is the feed-plane transfer function matrix at the
TCP expressed as:

Fuv½ � ¼ R½ � Fxy

� �
R½ ��1 (13)

where R ¼ cos f �sin f
sin f cos f

� �
is a rotational matrix used to project

the vibrations (Fxy) of the tool in machine tool principal directions

(xy) into the feed directions (uv) when the tool is traveling in a feed
direction which is at an angular orientation f with respect to the x

axis.
The absolute speed independent limiting depth of cut,

described by the parameters in Eqs. (10) and (12), for different
feed directions (0–3608) is analytically determined as [8]:

alim feed
¼ �2pLR

NtKt
1 þ LI

LR

� 	2
" #

: (14)

Solution to Eq. (14) for each tool position within the work
volume results in speed independent absolute minimum stable
depths of cut which vary across feed directions in proportion to the
magnitude of projections of the modes in that direction.

The tool and work piece parameters are: face mill of diameter
100 mm with 80 mm overhang from the spindle nose with Nt = 10
teeth; Kt = 3000 MPa; and the radial coefficient, Kr = 0.24. Absolute
feed-direction-dependent stability limits were generated for all
platform positions in Fig. 5; and, the resulting stability envelope
covering the whole work volume is shown in Fig. 6. The region
inside the stability envelope is stable, and that outside, is unstable.
The absolute limiting depth of cut is plotted radially, while the
machining (feed) directions are plotted circumferentially. The
stability threshold in Fig. 6 for every Z-position of the platform at
each feed direction is defined as the minimum of the stable depths
of cut of all tool positions within the X2Y plane.

The shape and envelope of the stability boundaries are a strong
function of the engagement conditions and position-varying
strengths of directional modes. Minimum limits of �0.5 mm at
the 528 and 2328 feed orientations are observed when the tool is at
the bottom position; and, �0.9 mm at the 528 and 2328 feed
orientations when the tool is at the top position.

6. Conclusions

The influence of position-varying dynamics of a serial-parallel
scissor kinematic machine on the dynamic stability of a milling
process is investigated in this study. Position-dependency is
modeled based on syntheses of reduced substructures which have
position-invariant response. The model efficiently and accurately
predicts position-dependent response without having to use the
presently used time consuming full order FE models. Dynamic
behavior is shown to be strongly dependent on the orientation of
the parallel struts and on the Z-position of the platform in the
work-volume.

Evaluation of position-dependent stability and minimum
achievable productivity levels can serve as metrics for design
modifications to improve material removal rates; and/or can also
serve as guidelines for planning of dynamically stable machining
trajectories.
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